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Get Started

CoSchedule Overview
Before we get started, welcome to CoSchedule! You are probably here because you want
to get you and/or your marketing team on the right track with the #1 marketing calendar.
Well, before we can get into scheduling our first project or campaign, let’s first take a look
at a few of our key features so that you can get more familiar with your new calendar.

Ok, what exactly is CoSchedule?
CoSchedule is a family of agile marketing products that will help you stay focused, deliver
projects on time, and make your team happy.
Break it down for me:

1. Create and manage a single publishing calendar that serves as the blueprint for
your content, social, email, events, and more - all in one place.
2. Organize all your content into one page, helping your team ideate, plan, create, and
publish in one place.
3. Consolidate team resource planning and project management to help you complete
every project on time.
4. Create full-scale social campaigns for your next event, product launch, or major
marketing initiative.

Alright, time to learn.
Here are the key areas we'll discuss in the upcoming sections:
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1. Calendar: Where all the planning happens. Manage all your projects and converse with
your team. Social campaigns can also easily be built out to tackle weeks of promotion.
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2. Projects: Build, plan, and execute all of your projects in CoSchedule. Keep
conversations in the same place where you build your projects to make sure you are never
scrambling between all of your communication apps. Even stay consistent and save time
with our task system and templates.
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3. Social Campaign: Create a standalone social campaign or add a social campaign to
any project. Now your promotion can live in the same place as your planning so that your
whole team is on the same wavelength. Did you know that CoSchedule will also sync your
social messages, not scheduled through CoSchedule, onto your calendar? Learn more
about Social Sync here!
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4. Dashboard: The command center of your calendar. Track all of the activity in your
calendar in one easy-to-read area. Never miss a new notification, comment, or task that
happens on your calendar(s). Not hitting deadlines is a thing of the past.
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5. Analytics: What is promotion without being able to measure your efforts? Prove the
ROI of your promotion with our vast analytics inside of CoSchedule. Know what is working
and what's not working at all times.
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Get Started

Create Your First Project
Projects are where all of your planning happens. Create a project in CoSchedule for new
posts you want to start, the social promotion you need to schedule, or company events
that need to be planned.
Anytime you need to plan anything, add a project to the calendar! This will help you be
more successful in getting all project successfully planned and executed.

Working On Your First Project
Let's create your first project on your calendar.
Hover-over the date you want to start your project and click +. Select the Project Type that
best fits what you are going to start to work on. Learn more about Project Types here.
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Add a title to your project, and fill in any other basic settings you find useful, then click
Create.

The title can be anything that you are wanting to plan like, "Bowling Blog Post," "Garage
Sale Social Campaign," or "Company Picnic."
Inside a project, begin to create tasks for yourself to help you finish your goal. Keep it
simple at first so you do not overwhelm yourself. You can also use the Blog Post default
Task Template to help you get started even faster.

However, you can also create your own list of tasks from scratch. Some ideas to start, if
working on a blog post, could be "Write the first draft," "Create graphics," "Schedule social
messages" and "Final blog post edit." If you are planning an event, think of all the little
errands you need to run before that event.
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Tip: Planning helps turn abstract ideas into concrete work. Create tasks for every part of
your process. Got a process you use for every project? Create Task Templates to help
push projects further.
Once you begin to work on your tasks, house all of your ideas, images, or copy inside the
project by using various attachments. As marketers, we are used to having to work with
many different tools, but with CoSchedule you can organize and coordinate all processes
inside of each project you create.
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Note: A project can have attachments that have different editors options depending on the
tools that you are already using. Learn more about attachments and content editor
options to help streamline your workflow.
The key to being successful with your marketing plan will be to start small then slowly
build. Same goes for getting started on your new marketing calendar. Don't feel the need
to get everything in CoSchedule right away. Start with a couple of key projects or
campaigns and build from there. You will be surprised how full your calendar will get in a
couple of minutes.
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Get Started

Customizing Your CoSchedule Calendar
Customizing your calendar experience helps you create different views for specific projects
or teams making sure you and your team only see projects that they need to see when
they need to see them.
Don't need to customize your calendar? Feel free to move onto the section!
Note: Only account Owners, Managers, and Admins can change calendar settings.
To customize what content you see on the calendar, create a saved calendar view or edit
the "All" view.
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To manage the Calendar Name, Timezone, and Date Format, go to the Calendar Settings.
Once you have your calendar all sorted, it's time to choose your labeling and organization
settings.
● Color Labels: Color labels are perfect for subgroups in your team or for specific
projects.
● Tags: Great for labeling projects that you want to easily find at a later date or
certain projects that gets referenced often.

● Project Types: Choose which type of projects you will be working with on your
calendar. Start with a few at first so you don't feel too overwhelmed.
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We realize that your marketing team is always adapting, so feel free to play around with
what settings work for you and come back to this page any time you want to change
anything.
Note: Learn more about how other teams use our labels, project types, and tags to
take complete control of their calendar.
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Promote Your Work

Create Entire Social Campaigns
Promotion is crucial to the success of your projects. (By now if you haven't noticed we call
projects everything.)
With Social Campaigns, you can keep your entire social promotion organized in one place,
schedule dozens of social messages in seconds, and easily make quick edits with a couple
clicks of the mouse (or drag-and-drop).

Create a Social Campaign
Do you still have that project we created in the last section? Easily add a social campaign
to any of your already existing projects, by clicking Add Attachment button at the bottom
and then choosing Social Campaign.
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Need to create a new social campaign? On your calendar, hover over the date you want
the Social Campaign to start and click + to the right of the date. When the "Create New"
window opens, click the Social Campaign button.

Add a title for your social campaign. You can change the title at any time. Once you have
typed in a title, click Create Campaign.
Here are some best practices to think about as we build our first social campaign.
● How to understand what your audience wants so you can create and share the
right content to reach them.
● How to find shareable talking points that can easily be repurposed on social
media.
● How to build a promotion schedule that maximizes the traffic your content
receives.

Building Your Social Campaign
Now the hard part starts. Creating social messages that will get your audience involved in
what you're promoting. The easiest part? The social campaign and our Best Time
Scheduling feature will make sure your messages go out at the right time.
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Add the link that you want to promote then let's schedule our first social message. The
social campaign is built to help ease you into scheduling with a research-backed template.
First, we are going to create our social message on the Same day as publish.
Note: Each time frame inside of the social campaign is relative to the scheduled date and
time of your project.

Anytime you are scheduling social promotion, think of this social scheduling template we
use for all of our projects. We promote to one Facebook Page and two Twitter accounts.
Don't have two Twitter account? Substitute another social profile in its place. This will get
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your content in the eyes of your audience twice (and hopefully catch a different audience
too).
🎓Learn

from the professionals: See how our marketing team schedules all of our

promotion.

Schedule Your Social Messages
In the social message editor, the social campaign will automatically pull images from your
added URL. By default, each social message will have {title} and {permalink} social helpers
added. For now, we're going to remove the {title} helper and add a custom message.
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We presented our audience with a question and letting them the answer will be in our
content. Pretty good, huh?
Next, choose which time you want your message to be sent. Add a custom time or take
the guesswork out of scheduling and select Best time. When you are all finished, click
Add Message.
🕑Best

Time Scheduling: Schedules your messages at the best traffic times for each

network ensuring that you get the most engagement every time you post. Will also look at
your already scheduled messages and make sure you are not spamming your audience.

Now you have added your first message. Begin to schedule the rest of your campaign. If
you want to add variation to your social campaigns, here's another promotion template we
use.
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When you are all finished creating your social campaign, change the status of your
campaign from Draft to Scheduled. ❗Social messages will not be sent if the campaign is
in Draft status.
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Close out of your social campaign and view your calendar. This is what the first steps
towards to success look like.

Did you know that all CoSchedule calendars automatically get upgraded social analytics
and social message visibility?
Learn more.
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Promote Your Work

Manage Your Social Schedule On The Go
Quickly add new messages to your social schedule from anywhere –– conference, special
event, your morning commute, even that super engaging seminar on filing –– with
CoSchedule’s new mobile app, you can schedule social messages whenever and wherever
inspiration hits.
Easily triple check, pause and update any social message right from your phone. Stay in
control of your social promotion and always know it's going out to the right people, in the
right way, at the right time.

Download the Mobile App
Track all of your social media on the go with our official iOS (iPhone or iPad) and Android
mobile apps. Edit, schedule, and publish all social messages in CoSchedule to keep
everything in one place.
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Schedule On the Go
Keeping track of all of your social profiles in one app has never been easier. To schedule a
social message click +.

Choose the Social Profile(s) that you want to schedule to then click Next.
Once you have clicked Next, the Create Message window will open. Here you will be able
to create Social Messages. When finished, click Schedule to schedule your social
message.
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1. Add or Remove Social Profiles: Add or Remove any additional social profiles to your
current social message.
2. Add Color Label or Enable ReQueue: Add a color label for your social message or add
the social message to a ReQueue group.
3. Upload Media: Upload images or a video to be published along with your social
message.
4. Schedule: Once you are done editing your social message, choose the scheduled date
and time.
To mention a social profile, type @ then search for the Facebook Page, Instagram, or
Twitter username.
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Change Social Schedule At Anytime
Did your scheduling plans change? Easily edit any message on your calendar. To edit a
scheduled social message, go to your calendar and click the Social Message to edit.
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Get More Familiar

Get To Know Your Calendar
The calendar view is where you can work on all of your projects, so let's get a quick
overview of its characteristics that will help you master your marketing process.

1. Breadcrumb Navigation: The breadcrumb navigation information will help you know
what you are looking at with calendar, tab, and view information.
2. Calendar/List View toggle: You can toggle your calendar back and forth from a regular
calendar grid to a List View.
3. Date Navigation: Choose specific months/years or navigate forwards/backwards
through your calendar based on the number of weeks in your View Settings.
4. Calendar Search: Search for any project inside of your calendar. Find older or
specific projects with advanced search.
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5. Read-Only Views: Create and s
 hare read-only views of your calendar.
6. Create Projects: Create projects or social campaigns on your calendar. Know a
specific date you want to schedule a new project on? Hover over that date and the + will
appear to schedule any of your projects.
7. Ideas Bin: Working with unscheduled drafts in CoSchedule is easy. Don't yet have a
day set for a project you need to start working on? You can start planning it inside the
Ideas Bin. Also, you can drag-and-drop scheduled projects from the calendar to the Ideas
Bin if you need to postpone them and save it for another undetermined date in the future.
You can group the Ideas Bin by project type, team member, or label.

8. Scheduled Projects: All scheduled projects will show up like this on your calendar.
Hover-over any project to see a quick preview or drag-and-drop projects to another day to
easily reschedule.
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9. Delete (example below): You are able to drag-and-drop items from your calendar into
the trash bin to quickly delete them. Items dropped into the trash bin will be
permanently deleted from your calendar. To temporarily remove items from your
calendar, try moving them to the Ideas Bin.
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Inside the left sidebar you can:

Navigate to the Dashboard: This is where you can view the notifications and tasks you
have.
Filter your Calendar View: You are able to filter what you see on the calendar by working
with Saved Views.
Navigate to ReQueue.
Navigate to Analytics.
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Navigating the Dashboard
The Dashboard in CoSchedule makes it easy to monitor the projects and tasks that are of
concern to you. It provides information at a glance about what projects are upcoming and
what tasks have been assigned to you. It also provides a place to add personal tasks not
associated with items on your calendar. If you have multiple calendars, not only can you
access them from here, but the colors that you see next to the name of each calendar
indicates which calendar items (such as projects and tasks) are associated with.

Manage Your Calendars
When you log into CoSchedule, you will see your calendar(s) listed in the left-hand sidebar.
To access your settings such as Social Profiles or Integrations, among others, click your
username at the top to open the account and settings menu.
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Notifications
The Notifications area of the Dashboard is where you will see comments, tasks, and other
activity on posts that you are contributing to that are new and you haven't seen yet. A click
on an item will open the project and allow you to add comments or edit as needed. To
clear all notifications, click Mark all viewed.
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Upcoming Projects
The Upcoming area shows you all upcoming projects and blog posts you are contributing
to. These posts will be color-coded so that you can see which calendar the project is
associated with.

Clicking on the project title allows you to open the post on the calendar to make
adjustments as needed.
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Notification Center
The Notification Center is where you will see notices if any Social Profiles require
reauthenticating. Click on the "RE-AUTH" buttons there to take care of that.

Tasks
Tasks show your current assigned tasks from projects as well as any personal tasks you
have created.
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Project-related Tasks
You can mark tasks as completed here or inside the project. To go to the project, click the
Project Title below the task. All task activity, whether marked as completed here or on the
calendar, is synced.

Personal Tasks
Click +Task to add a personal task to your dashboard. This task will only show up in the
Dashboard for your account.
Regardless of the type of task you can drag-and-drop any task in your dashboard to
change the priority. To drag-and-drop, click

next to the task and move the task to the

correct order.
To sort the tasks, click

at the top of the Tasks section.
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Get More Familiar

Plan Your Entire Email Marketing Strategy
With email marketing, you can easily connect your preferred email platform (MailChimp,
Campaign Monitor, Constant Contact, or ActiveCampaign) or work with projects to
manage any email campaign.

Why Manage Email Campaigns in CoSchedule?
1. Have one, centralized hub to manage your email campaigns alongside the rest of your
planned content.
2. Get full visibility into your ENTIRE marketing strategy (email too).
3. Write click-worthy email subject lines every time with the Email Subject Line Tester.

MailChimp
When you connect your MailChimp account with CoSchedule, you can make real-time
changes to your email campaigns (without jumping from screen to screen)!
With the MailChimp integration, you can:
Create email campaigns in MailChimp and they will populate in CoSchedule (and
vice-versa!)
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Drag and drop emails in CoSchedule and the changes will automatically update in
MailChimp…

Sync changes in your email subject lines between MailChimp and CoSchedule…
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Delete email campaigns in MailChimp and they will be deleted in CoSchedule….

AND delete email campaigns in CoSchedule and the campaigns will be deleted in
MailChimp!
Plus, you can use the Email Subject Line Tester to test and optimize every subject line!
(More on that later).
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You stay in complete control and can easily manage every MailChimp email campaign
along with all of your other projects in CoSchedule.

Campaign Monitor, HubSpot, Constant Contact, and ActiveCampaign
These integrations are read-only and all function the same (unlike MailChimp), so we’re
gonna cover the functionality at the same time.
Every scheduled email will automatically populate in CoSchedule; giving you even greater
visibility across all your marketing efforts.
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and you can score your email subject line with CoSchedule’s Email Subject Line Tester
(and access a full report)!
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We also made it super slick for you to quickly jump into your email platform if you need to
make any changes to your scheduled email campaigns!

Which means (even though these integrations are read-only) it’s still easy to manage and
optimize your already-powerful email marketing strategy in one place.

Manage Any and All Email Campaigns
Sometimes, you may need to create an email outside of the above email management
systems, or you may work with a tool we don't currently integrate with, but managing any
email campaign in CoSchedule is easy as creating a project on your calendar.
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With projects, task templates make sure you get your emails out on time while attachments
help you add copy or other files for your email.

Write Click-Worthy Email Subject Lines Every Time
With Email Marketing, you can use CoSchedule’s Email Subject Line Tester to optimize
and perfect every subject line to drive more opens, more clicks, and more conversions.
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We gathered and analyzed 20 different case studies, articles, and guides to figure out what
mechanics drive the best email subject lines and based on all the information we found, we
invented the Email Subject Line Tester and built it right into CoSchedule.

Say goodbye to disjointed marketing projects (and constantly jumping from screen to
screen) and easily see how your email campaigns relate to the rest of your marketing
strategy and quickly make adjustments if necessary!
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Collaborate With Your Team

Moving Your Team Into CoSchedule
With CoSchedule, we make team workflows simple and fast. Using tasks and comments,
you can manage your entire marketing process. Take advantage of our comments and
notes to communicate with your team with the ability to attach photos and documents.
You will be able to work smarter, faster, and more efficiently than you ever thought
possible!

Team Introduction
Getting your team into a new tool can be difficult, but if you help get them started and
show them the benefits of what it can bring to your team, you should be able to get a head
start on the process.
To get your team started, start out small.

● Invite them and show them how you are currently using CoSchedule
● Assign them to tasks to get them started on your projects
● Create a saved view of the calendar so they only see what is important to their
workflow.
● Get them excited about using CoSchedule

🎓Tip:

Share how you can save 20+ hours a week with CoSchedule.

Why Should I Invite My Team?
CoSchedule is used by some of the best marketing teams in the world and makes it easy
to coordinate your entire marketing team in one platform. This might include:
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● Writers to craft content and copy that demands to be read.
● Designers to create visual content that catches attention and pulls in audiences.
● Strategists who determine what you’re going to do (and why) in the first place.
● Developers who make coding magic happen behind the scenes.
● Analysts who use math (which, to many creatives, may as well be actual magic) to
measure performance (whether you like what the numbers say or not).
● Project managers (AKA professional cat herders) who keep everyone listed above
in line and on task.

Manage Full-Scale Marketing Campaigns in ONE Place
Ramp up on campaigns faster with all your moving pieces in one project. Accurately gauge
timelines for your entire roadmap and know who’s working on what — at any given
moment.
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Simplify Your Team's Workflows & Collaboration
Create a unified workflow for every project. Proactively plan out your entire roadmap, get
real-time visibility, and maximize your resources inside a collaborative, cross-functional
calendar! Features like the Team Dashboard, Reusable Workflows, and Powerful
Integrations make CoSchedule the #1 marketing hub for your team.
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Maintain Control Over Your Brand + Content
Bring your entire promotional workflow process into ONE centralized location. No more
convoluted email threads, gaps in communication, and silos! Get approval fast and
maintain control over everything your team publishes.
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Prove Your ROI With Data-Driven Results
No more warm fuzzies! Prove the value of all your hard work with real data! Utilize
CoSchedule's most advanced analytics to measure your success.

🤓

Learn More: Total breakdown of all Team Member Roles.
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Collaborate With Your Team

Work On Projects Together
Creating tasks and proper communication is the best way to make sure your team is
always on track with any of your projects. One problem that teams will run into is having all
their communication and workflow spread across multiple tools. With CoSchedule, erase
the hassle of having to switch between multiple tools and make sure your team is getting
all your projects finished on time.
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Keep All Tasks and Communication Inside The Project
One of the main problems we hear from marketing teams is that they have to deal with so
much unneeded noise from all their tools during their day-to-day. Receiving comments and
ideas from email, chat, and other project management tools can often hurt your team more
than it helps. Erase this problem by keeping all workflow and discussion in one place with
task and discussion section.
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Mention team members and work with discussion threads to make sure all communication
stays clean and easy to read.
Click

on any task to create a discussion inside the task or add a description.
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Discussion threads inside of tasks hold an activity log to make sure your team is always up
to date.

Create A Plan And Follow It With Task Templates
Wanting to erase having to manually create multiple tasks? Create Task Templates for
each one of your workflows to keep you or your team consistent. Easily apply any template
to your project to superpower your workflow.
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Stop getting alerted on the weekends. Turn on Ignore Weekends. This way, CoSchedule
will only schedule your tasks during Monday - Friday.
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Always Know What's Next
The dashboard is the command center of CoSchedule. With multiple conversations and
movement from your team members, use the Notifications section to work through your
busy workflow. Track new comments, finished tasks, and new project assignments all in
one place. Click on any notification to open the associated project on the calendar.

With a busy marketing schedule, you receive tasks for every part of your daily projects. The
Task section will keep these tasks in a clean and easy-to-read tasklist.
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